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Optimization of Photomask Design for Reducing
Aberration-Induced Placement Error
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Abstract—In semiconductor manufacturing, the accurate place-
ment of circuit components ensures the proper functioning of
microelectronic circuits. This is often subject to photolithography,
an optical technique that transfers circuit patterns from pho-
tomasks to silicon wafers. Sources of placement error include
aberration and misalignment between different levels, and we
focus on the former. Aberration is an optical phenomenon that
often degrades imaging system performance. Since aberration
differs from one imaging system to another, a photomask design
that minimizes the aberration-induced placement error is desired.
In this paper, we discuss the optimization process of a general
one-dimensional mask pattern under a general illumination condi-
tion. The constraint is a known population mean of the root mean
square aberrations for the imaging systems under consideration.
To apply the theory, we search for the optimal parameters for two
common mask designs: alternating phase-shifting masks (PSMs)
and attenuated PSMs. The theoretical results are compared with
those from a Monte Carlo analysis on a large set of imaging
systems. These results are indicative to mask manufacturers and
circuit designers of increasing manufacturability of circuits.

Index Terms—Aberration, alternating phase-shifting mask
(PSM), attenuated PSM, Monte Carlo analysis, optimization,
photomask, placement error.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHOTOLITHOGRAPHY (also called optical lithography)
has long been used to transfer circuit patterns from a

template called photomask (or simply mask) to silicon wafers
during integrated circuit (IC) fabrication. When a light source
is used to project the mask image onto the wafer, the image
quality is often affected by the performance of the imaging
system (also called exposure system). One of the factors that
limit its performance is aberration [1]. In terms of geometrical
optics, when aberration is present, the one-to-one correspon-
dence between object and image points no longer exists. This
will lead to the decrease of depth of focus (DoF) [2], linewidth
error [3], pattern asymmetry, and image placement error [4] (or
simply called placement error in this paper). With the migration
of lithographic limit towards the 65- and 45-nm nodes, aber-
ration control becomes a paramount concern for robust circuit
printing.

Besides modifying the exposure system to keep the aberra-
tion level as low as possible, is there anything we can do with the
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Fig. 1. Illustration of optimization problem.

mask design so that the image is less vulnerable to aberration?
This is what we are going to address in this paper. Among the
imaging artifacts caused by aberration, we focus on placement
error due to its importance in various processes such as DRAM
production [5]. In reality, exposure systems with varying aberra-
tion levels exist. Each produces a different degree of placement
error towards the same mask (Fig. 1). A mask optimized for a
particular exposure system may not be optimal for another. Be-
sides, the redesign and manufacturing cost for a new mask is
also extremely high. Therefore, we seek to optimize the mask
pattern so that the placement error, averaged over the set of
exposure systems in our consideration, is minimized. It is as-
sumed that the mean of the root mean square (rms) aberrations
of those exposure systems is a known constant, which is the
only constraint of this optimization problem. In our previous
paper [6], we already considered the optimization of alternating
phase-shifting mask (PSM) with symmetric 0 and 180 phase
regions under coherent imaging. We extend the generality of the
theory by considering a general mask pattern with one-dimen-
sional (1-D) spatial variation under a general illumination.

II. STATISTICAL BEHAVIOR OF ABERRATION

Before optimization, we shall look at aberration in greater de-
tail. Physically, aberration can be described by the optical path
difference (OPD)1 between Gaussian reference sphere , the
ideal image-forming wavefront, and the aberrated wavefront
(Fig. 2). Let and be the points where the ray inter-
sects and , respectively. The OPD is called
an aberration function (also known as wave aberration or wave-
front error). It is regarded as positive when is situated be-
tween and .

1Optical path difference is equal to the path difference multiplied by the local
refractive index.
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Fig. 2. Gaussian reference sphere and aberration wavefront.

Aberration function can be treated as a two-dimensional
(2-D) function over the exit pupil plane. If the exit pupil is
circular and the coordinates on the pupil plane are nor-
malized by the pupil radius , the aberration function can be
expanded in terms of a complete set of polynomials that are
orthogonal over the interior of unit circle. One such candidate
is the set of rms normalized Zernike polynomials [7]. If
denotes the th rms normalized Zernike polynomial and
denotes the corresponding coefficient, then the aberration
function can be expressed as

(1)

where , , is the wavelength of the light
source, and is the normalized form of aberration func-
tion. In order to get a general impression of how large the aber-
ration is, a parameter called rms aberration is defined as

(2)

From the previous expressions, we see that the expansion is an
infinite series. In lithography, our attention shall be limited to

. This is because the piston term does not
cause any image shift, tilt and tilt cause pattern-in-
dependent shift, and the defocus term causes intensity shift
along the optical axis only [4]. Since we are only concerned with
pattern-dependent placement error on the image plane, these
Zernike terms are ignored. On the other hand, we assume that
the lithographic systems are not well corrected. The higher order
terms (those above 37) do not carry a sizable fraction of the rms
aberration. This assumption only produces minor discrepancies
between the simulated and the actual placement error values.

Going back to our original optimization problem, the expo-
sure systems are black boxes to us now. We neither know the

exact form of the aberration function, nor the value of rms aber-
ration present in the exit pupil of each exposure system. Thus,
the aberration function may be treated as a random quantity. To
ask about the statistical behavior of aberration, we are actually
asking how the Zernike coefficients are distributed over all in-
terested exposure systems. Limited knowledge is available on
the statistical behavior of the Zernike coefficients. As a reason-
able assumption, each coefficient is modelled as an independent,
normally distributed random variable with zero mean and iden-
tical nonzero variance. The justification is that the coefficients
of real lithographic lenses are likely to be small in magnitude
and equally likely to be positive or negative. For the sake of
analysis, the variance is assumed to be the same for each coef-
ficient. Symbolically, for .

Now let us determine the unknown variance . Referring
to (2), with and running from 5 to 37,
becomes a random variable with degrees of
freedom [8]. Let the population mean of be . From [9],
this is given by

(3)

where denotes the expected value of and is the
gamma function. Hence

(4)

From these equations, we see that constraints the value of
, which in turn governs the distribution of each Zernike coef-

ficient.

III. COMPUTATION OF IMAGE PLACEMENT ERROR

After reviewing the random nature of aberration, we now
need a formula to compute the image placement error based
on the parameters of a lithographic system. Referring to the
derivation in Appendix I, the placement error can be expressed
in terms of three functions: effective light source, mask spec-
trum, and the aberration function. The effective light source is
the image casted by an input light source on the exit pupil. It is
denoted by . Mask spectrum is the Fourier transform
of mask transmission function. Mask transmission function rep-
resents the amplitude and phase of the transmitted electromag-
netic wave at every point of a mask. Since we are only con-
cerned with 1-D mask variation, the mask transmission func-
tion is also 1-D, denoted by .2 After Fourier transform,
the mask spectrum results. With these three functions in
hand, the placement error can be computed by

(5)

2In lithography, the spatial coordinates (x; y) are usually normalized by
(�=NA), where NA is the numerical aperture of the exit pupil. This is denoted
by a caret ( ) over the corresponding coordinate. The functions depending on
those coordinates are also annotated by carets.
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where and are two functions consisting of the
mask spectrum and the aberration function . For
the details of and , please see Appendix I.

IV. OPTIMIZATION PROCESS

After introducing the image placement error formula,
let us state the optimization problem more formally. Let

be a set of parameters that define a particular
photomask design. These parameters can be the pitch of pe-
riodic polygons or the critical dimension (CD). For isolated
features, CD is defined as the width of the smallest geometrical
figure to be printed. For periodic features, however, it is defined
as the smallest half pitch (i.e., half period) among the features.
These parameters are wrapped inside the functions and
in (5), because both functions contain the information about the
photomask. The optimal parameter set is found by solving

subject to (6)

where

(7)

The randomness of image placement error is due to the
random normalized aberration function . Since random vari-
ables are usually denoted by capital letters, we write for
image placement error hereafter. In this problem, we want to
minimize the expected value of the squared placement error.
The reason for taking the square is that we are only interested
in the magnitude but not the direction of the image shift. To
proceed, an analytical expression for is needed.

A. Computing Expected Squared Placement Error

The idea behind the derivation is to make use of the linear
property of expected value operation. Since the derivation is
somewhat tedious, we defer the details to Appendix II. The ex-
pected square placement error is given by

(8)

where and are two complicated functions consisting of
the mask spectrum and aberration function (please see (25) for
their explicit expressions). Equation (8) expresses the expected
squared placement error as a function of illumination (repre-
sented by the effective light source ), 1-D mask spectrum
(contained in and ) and mean rms aberration [related
to in and by (4)]. The remaining task is to search for
parameters that minimize the result of (8).

B. Verification of (8) and Optimal Parameter Search

To test the validity of (8), we compare the sample means of
squared placement error obtained from the Monte Carlo analysis

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF LITHOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

Fig. 3. Alternating PSM.

(random sampling) of (7) and the theoretical expected values
from (8). We have two aims:

1) to show that the sample mean of and its expected
value are approximately equal at different mask parameter
combinations;

2) to show the optimal parameter set is likely to exist using
Monte Carlo analysis and confirm its existence by theoret-
ical computation.

In each trial of Monte Carlo analysis, a set of Zernike coef-
ficients is randomly sampled according to their distributions.
By substituting the coefficients into (7), a sample of
is obtained. The sample mean is calculated after taking a large
number of trials. For each choice on the values of the mask pa-
rameters , a different sample mean can be eval-
uated. Table I shows the parameter values for our lithographic
system.

In the analysis, the mean rms aberration is taken to be ,
corresponding to a Strehl ratio of 0.975. This is often used as a
guideline for lithographers to achieve the best wavefront control
[10]. Using (4) and the data in Table I, the probability density
function (PDF) of each Zernike coefficient is 0, 1.9228
10 .

First, we choose an alternating PSM with the structure shown
in Fig. 3 for simulation. It is imaged under coherent illumina-
tion and partially coherent illumination (with partial coherence
factor ). The CD and the widths of the 0 and 180
phase regions (called 0 and 180 phase widths hereafter) are
the parameters to be optimized. By plotting the sample means
of placement error against various parameter combinations, the
location where minimum sample mean occurs can be found.

Let us look at an alternating PSM with symmetric phase re-
gions (equal 0 and 180 phase widths) first. Fig. 4 shows the
sample means of (7) plotted against phase width for various
CDs. The number of trials for this Monte Carlo analysis is 5000.
Note that the normalized placement error is converted to the
true placement error (without a hat) by multiplying the nor-
malized one with NA . Hence, the vertical axis of each graph
has nanometers squared as the unit. Now, if the value of CD is
fixed (i.e., picking one of the curves), we see that each curve
peaks at a phase width of approximately NA . For phase
widths larger than zero, the global minimum for each curve oc-
curs between NA and NA . The optimal phase
width is likely to lie in this range.
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Fig. 4. Sample mean of (�X) as function of phase width under coherent
imaging for various CD settings.

Fig. 5. Comparison between sample mean of (�X) and E[(�X) ] under
coherent imaging.

Now, we consider the effect when CD is varied. It is observed
from Fig. 4 that the global minimum still occurs at a phase
width ranging from NA to NA when CD varies
from NA to NA . This means that under coherent
imaging, the optimal phase width is likely to be independent of
the CD. These results are confirmed by the calculation using
(8). Fig. 5 shows the good agreement between the Monte Carlo
results and theoretical results, and Fig. 6 shows the theoretical
results for different CDs.

Fig. 7 shows another plot for partially coherent imaging
. The number of trials is also 5000. In this plot, no global

minimum is observed for both the Monte Carlo curve and the-
oretical curve. The fluctuations of image placement error for
phase widths greater than NA are also smaller than that
of coherent imaging. Therefore, to achieve low aberration sen-
sitivity in partially coherent imaging, we should opt for a phase
width below NA .

Fig. 6. E[(�X) ] as function of phase width under coherent imaging for var-
ious CD settings.

Fig. 7. Sample mean of (�X) as function of phase width under partially
coherent imaging, � = 0:3, CD = 0:3(�=NA).

Now, we turn our attention to an alternating PSM with asym-
metric phase regions. The 0 and 180 phase widths are allowed
to be different. Fig. 8 shows the sample mean of plotting
against the 0 and 180 phase widths under coherent imaging
number of trials and Fig. 9 shows the mesh plot under

partially coherent imaging ( , number of trials ).
The value of CD is fixed at NA . The theoretical place-
ment errors from (8) are also plotted in Figs. 10 and 11.

From these plots, we can observe that the sample mean of
is likely to attain a low value when phase regions are

symmetric (along the 0 phase width 180 phase width line)
and when the phase widths are below NA . The place-
ment error is also comparatively low when either of the
phase widths is between NA and NA .
In contrast, a high placement error occurs when the
phase regions are very narrow or highly asymmetric.
For example, when 0 phase width NA and
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Fig. 8. Sample mean of (�X) as function of 0 and 180 phase widths under
coherent imaging.

Fig. 9. Sample mean of (�X) as function of 0 and 180 phase widths under
partially coherent imaging (� = 0:3).

180 phase width NA , the sample mean of
reaches 600 nm under coherent imaging. For phase widths
larger than NA , the placement error values fluctuates
around 130 nm under coherent imaging; whereas, the values
stabilize around 90 nm under partially coherent imaging. In
general, the placement error under coherent imaging is higher
than that under partially coherent imaging, except for a few
points. The implications of these observations are that sym-
metric alternating PSMs with phase widths between NA
and NA can achieve the lowest placement sensitivity.
If space is not available on the mask so that the phase regions
must be made asymmetric, one of them should be designed
with a width between NA and NA .

Having discussed the optimization of alternating PSM, our
next target is attenuated PSM (Fig. 14). Since attenuated PSM
is often exposed under annular illumination with subresolution
assist features, we used an annular source as well as coherent
source as a comparison. The effective light source of annular
illumination has the shape of circular ring. It is defined by two
parameters: radius of inner circle and radius of outer circle

Fig. 10. E[(�X) ] as function of 0 and 180 phase widths under coherent
imaging.

Fig. 11. E[(�X) ] as function of 0 and 180 phase widths under partially
coherent imaging (� = 0:3).

(also denoted by ). We took in
this case. Our target parameter is amplitude transmission factor

and we allowed it to run from 0 to 0.3 only. We chose this
range because when is large, sidelobe printing becomes so
severe that the image is unacceptable. The number of trials for
the Monte Carlo analysis is 5000 for both illuminations. The
pitch of attenuated PSM is NA .

From simulation, it is found that under coherent imaging,
both the sample mean (solid line) and expected value
(dotted–solid line) of squared placement error are fairly
constant for the concerned domain of (Fig. 12). Since the
difference between the Monte Carlo and theoretical results is
only about 3 nm on average, we may still accept the theoretical
results as a close match with the Monte Carlo results. On the
other hand, for the annular condition, the placement error is
increasing over the whole domain (Fig. 13). The industrially
accepted amplitude transmission level is approximately 0.24 to
0.26 (corresponding to an intensity transmittance from 6% to
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Fig. 12. Comparison between sample mean of (�X) andE[(�X) ] as func-
tion of amplitude transmission factor under coherent imaging.

Fig. 13. Comparison between sample mean of (�X) andE[(�X) ] as func-
tion of amplitude tranmission factor under annular illumination (� = 0:5,
� = 0:8).

Fig. 14. Attenuated PSM.

7%) [11]. It is a balance between process latitude, undesirable
side-lobe printing, and material availability. The previous re-
sults indicate that the industry can consider an attenuator with
higher transmittance when is small and a lower transmittance
when annular scheme is used.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have considered the optimization of a gen-
eral photomask pattern under a general light condition and a set
of exposure systems whose mean rms aberration is given. The
aim is to lower the average image placement error. Equation (8)
has been derived to express the optimization criterion in terms of
effective light source, mask spectrum, and mean rms aberration.
We demonstrate the applicability of the formula by considering
the optimization of alternating PSM under coherent imaging and
partially coherent imaging and attenuated PSM under coherent
and annular illuminations. For alternating PSM, it is found that
the 0 and 180 phase regions should be symmetric and they
should be NA to NA wide in order to achieve
the lowest placement sensitivity. Even if the phase regions have
to be asymmetric, one of the phase widths should be set be-
tween NA and NA . On the other hand, the place-
ment error is independent of the amplitude tranmission factor
of attenuated PSM under coherent imaging. However, under
the more common annular illumination, the placement error in-
creases with increasing transmission factor instead. This indi-
cates that the industry can consider an intensity transmittance
higher than the commonly accepted value of 7% when is
small. However, a lower transmittance should be considered
when annular source is utilized. Following similar procedures,
it is hoped that other mask technologies can also be optimized
to achieve low placement sensitivity towards aberration in the
future.

APPENDIX I
DERIVATION OF IMAGE PLACEMENT ERROR FORMULA

The placement error of a feature image is computed by
considering the extremum (maximum or minimum) shift of the
image intensity profile. From diffractive optics, the intensity of
an image due to a mask with features varying in one dimension
only is given by

(9)

where

for any indices and

where is the effective light source and is the mask spec-
trum. The asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The ex-
tremum position is found by differentiating (9) with respect to

and setting the derivative to zero. Since does not
depend on , the differentiation is applied on only

(10)
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By evaluating the derivative and taking first-order ap-
proximation on the complex exponential factor appearing in the
derivation, we get

(11)

where

Note that is linear in . By putting (11) into (10), we can get
a linear equation in . In solving, we get the image placement
error formula

(12)

where

APPENDIX II
DERIVATION OF EXPECTED SQUARED PLACEMENT ERROR

The expected squared placement error can be de-
termined without knowing the PDF of . The idea is as fol-
lows.

Let be the numerator and be the denominator of (7).
From (12), it is noted that both and depend on , which
is the difference of the aberration function values evaluated at

and . As mentioned previously, since the Zernike
coefficients are random, , , and are also random in
nature. However, we can still obtain the PDF and statistical pa-
rameters of (e.g., mean and variance), because all of them
can be determined from the statistical behavior of the Zernike

Fig. 15. Simulated mean and standard deviation of V .

coefficients. If the expected value operation in our optimiza-
tion problem can be performed on directly, our problem
is mostly solved. The difficulty here is that both and are
random, and there is no existing theorem in simplifying the ex-
pected value of a quotient of two random variables. In order to
allow further operation on (7), we adopt

(13)

The use of this approximation is to allow us to interchange
the order of the two mathematical operations: expectation and
double integral performed on and . It is justified because
the standard deviation of is usually very small as compared
with the mean of . It implies that most of the values of are
close to the mean and we may use the mean to approximate

. This can be observed from the Monte Carlo simulation of
the mean and standard deviation of using a symmetric alter-
nating PSM under coherent imaging (Fig. 15). The wavelength
of light source, the numerical aperture, and mean rms aberra-
tion of exposure system are the same as those in Table I. From
Fig. 15, the standard deviation is very close to zero for every
phase width, while the mean is much greater than zero, except
for a phase width equal to NA . Nevertheless, this ap-
proximation yields a good agreement between the theoretical
results and Monte Carlo results, as seen in Section IV-B.

Now, can be expanded as

(14)
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where , , ,
, , . The problem

turns to the evaluation of and

(15a)

(15b)

where , , ,
and . The expected value in (15a) is expanded
as

(16)

and the expected value in (15b) similarly becomes

(17)

At this stage, the product-to-sum formulas in trigonometry
can be used to evaluate each expected value, and we end up
encountering the following four expressions involving sines and
cosines:

Since can be treated as a linear combination of
Zernike coefficients, i.e.,

(18)

and each coefficient is assumed to be independent and normal,
also becomes normal. With this observation, we

can continue by considering the moment generating function of
a normal random variable. Let . The moment
generating function of is [12]

(19)

for any complex number . Then

(20a)

(20b)

where is a constant. By substituting ,
(or ), we get

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

(21d)

The expected value operation is now directly applied to the aber-
ration functions. The mean and variance of and

are
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where for , and

which are functions of Zernike polynomials only. By substi-
tuting these back to (21a)–(21d), we have

(22a)

(22b)

(22c)

(22d)

Hence, (16) becomes

(23)

Similarly, (17) becomes

(24)

Putting (23) into (15a) and (24) into (15b), and putting the
resulting equation into (14), is finally given by

(25)

where
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